
 

 

 

     

Power Functions for Lamborghini Sián FKP 37 #42115
only applicable to LEGO lambo or lambo with the same instructions 

please read carefully and continue to assemble and modify according to the following tutorial

1. The color of some accessories may be different from that of the tutorial, please follow the actual 

object.

2. Remember to recheck each step after assembly, and the orientation of the cross shaft gear 

spacing shall be well controlled.

3. Remember not to twist the linkage at will during assembly, and carefully recheck whether each step

is completed correctly.

4. The step number below is paragraph oriented, and it can be assembled in sequence without paying

attention to the sequence number arrangement of the steps.
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Continue to assemble according to instructions 9-12, and change a gear in step 13

Continue to assemble according to the instructions 14-44, and the changes 
required in step 45 are as follows:

This gear needs changing
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Continue assembly of 12
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The  following  step  number  can  be  ignored  an
can be assembled in sequence

Assemble it here, stack and install the motor wire head on the lithium 

battery to test whether it can rotate normally, and then continue to 

assemble
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继续此21的拼装

Link the two parts together!

Follow the above tutorial to install without change.But There are 2 errors in the 
following electronic  pictures. Electronic pictures need be ignored here.
Please pay attention to 2 "X" points
1.Red differential cancelled in the following steps. Refer to the above figure 
2. Gray differential lock direction shall be follow the actual picture, and the 
electronic picture is in the wrong direction)
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Assemble 189-205 according to the instructions
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Install here, pull the motor wire head superposition to the copilot for 

trial installation of lithium battery, and test whether the wheel can rotate

When the shift module is pushed forward, the engine can run together

No problem with the function test. Continue to assemble according to the 
following tutorial
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     Change the 1-unit fixings of this part to 
2-unit fittings
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 Push the shaft at the front towards the rear

Link the front and rear main bodies, and pay attention to the alignment 

of the four hole positions!
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 Pay attention to push the shaft in to connect the front and rear
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push into!
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After fitting, install 4 wheels to test whether the car can move forward and 
backward normally

Using the extension cable, click on the line head of the XL 
motor to stack, and connect the extension cable to the vehicle 
head.
After that, place the lithium battery in the front of the vehicle
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Make the Red Cross vertical!!!
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The servo motor can be installed only when both sides of the wheel are 

parallel and centered, and the cross hole of the gear on the serrated 

shaft is positive cross!
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  Please install the lithium battery here, continue to test the car's functions, 
forward and backward, turn left and right
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1.Assemble according to step 276 of the manual to step 282 (283-296
do not assemble)
2.Assemble according to step 297 of the manual to step 301-302. One
red bolt is not installed

(303-317 not assembled)

Assemble according to the instructions from step 318 to step 322-323. One 
red bolt is not installed
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1.Assemble according to step 324 of the manual to step 333 (334-336 do 

not assemble) 

2.Assemble according to step 337 of the manual to step 338

Continue to change according to the following figure:
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   Refer to step 344 of the manual to complete the joint action of the 
steering wheel
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Continue to assemble the whole vehicle according to step 356 of the manual. 

After that, put the lithium battery in the trunk of the vehicle. Connect the 

motor connector and win

The  whole  power  chassis  has  been  refitted  here.  It's  great.  Inject  the  soul  into  you
car  and  put  it  together.

Come  on!
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